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GENERALI7ED LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATION OF LINEAR A10DELS
CONTAIN[NG RATIONAL FUTURE EXPECTATIONS'

BY THEO NIIMAN AND FRANZ PALM~

We discuss the choice of approximations for unobscrvcd expectations
underlying consistent estimators in linear RE models with future expectations.
We show how estimators which arc more efficient than the commonly used
GMM estimators can be obtained if it is assumed that the future expectation
depends on a finile numlxr of variables only. Numerical results for a simplo
modcl illustrate the relative efficicncy of various estimalors.

1 . INTRODUCTtON

Models with expectational variables are widely used in empirical econometric
research. Various estimators have been put forward to estimate the parameter., in
these models (see e.g. the surveys by Pesaran 1988 and Nijman 1990). Many of
these estimators belong to the general class of Generalized Method of Moments
(GMM) estimators proposed by Hansen (1982). If a GMM estimator is used, the
unobserved expectations are approximated by the corresponding realization fol-
lowing a suggestion of McCallum (1976). For static models an alternative referred
to as the substitution approach by Wickens (1982) consists in fitting an auxiliary
regression and approximating the unobserved expectation by the projection from
the auxiliary equation. In this note we show how to approximate the future
expectation by the projection from an auxiliary regression and obtain a generalized
least squares estimator (GLS) that is at least as efficient as the GMM estimator
based on future realizations as proxies for the future expectations, provided one is
willing to assume that the future expectation depends on a finite number of
variables only. Related GLS estimators in models with current expectations have
been considered by Hoflman (1987), Pesaran (1988, p. 168) and Nijman and Steel
(1988). Note that Pesaran (1988) claims that the computation of the GLS estimator
is complicated, but does not refer to the binomial inversion lemma used in the
Appendix of this paper. Both the GLS estimator proposed in this paper and the
GMM estimators are not fully etficient in general. Both estimators however are
often computationally much more attractive than the efficient maximum likelihood
(ML) estimator.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the GLS estimator
and compare it with GMM estimators. ln Section 3 numerical results on the relative
etliciency of the various estimators illustrate the argument. Finally Section 4
contains some concluding remarks.

' Manuscript rcceived January t989;revised May 1990.
~ The authors thank Michael McAleer. Neil Ericsson and three unknown ~ferees for helpful

commcnts.
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384 TNEO NIIMAN AND FRAN"L PALM

Z. THE GLS ESTIMATOR

Consider the following linear model for the scalar variable y,

( I) Y, - PEIY~ . i ~!r ~ t ay, -~ t S'z, t e„ e, - IN(U, o;),

while the vector x, is generated by

v
(2) x, -~ f;x, -; t v„ v, -- IN(U, A).

,-i

Assume that é, and vf are independent for all r and s, that v, is independent ofx,-1,
.r,-i, ... and defir.e l, -{y„ x„ yt-1, xr-1, ...}. Throughout this paper we assume
that the model in ( I) and ( 2) is identified, which implies e.g. p~ 2(see Pesaran 1988,
section 6.3.4). Equation ( I) describes a slandard RE model with future expectation.
Well-known examples are models of factor demand under adjustment costs and
Cagan's money demand equation ( see, e.g., Pesaran 1988 or Nijman 1990). !n the
latter example, a- 0 a priori. Equation ( 2) states that [he k-dimensional vector of
exogenous variables is generated by a vector autoregression, possibly with restric-
tions on the parameter matrices I';. Ifx, and y, are assumed to be stationary and if
one of the roots of the characteristic equation pzZ - z f cr - 0 falls inside and the
olher outside the unit circle, the model has a unique stationary solution which can
be characterized by

(3)
v-~

Yi. 1 - AYr t ~~~ix~-i t u~,
r-u

where u, is independent of ~, and the parameters A and ~r; are in general highly
nonlinear function of the structural parameters ín (1) and ( 2). Note that A- 0, if
there is no lagged endogenous variable in (1) as in the Cagan money demand
equation which simplifies the analysis below somewhat. By construction, the error
term u, in (3) satisfies

(4) Eu,u, ,,t - Oif k~0; Eu? - Qá;

Err, e, ,,~ - U if k~ 1; Eu,e, .,- a,,, .

As (3) implies that E[ y„ 1 ~l,j -~1y, t E?ól ~,x,-;, ML estimation comes down
tu joint cstimation of (2) and

v-~
(5) Y~ -(1 - pA)"1{aYr- 1 f(P~ó t S~)-r~ f P ~~ízr-, t e,}

i-

imposing all the restrictions on the y's which can be computationally very
demanding.

The class of GMM estimators is based on substitution of (3) into (I), along the
lines suggested by McCallum (1976), which yields
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(b) Yr - PYr. r f aYr - r t S'z, f er - pt~,

from which p and S can be consistently eslimated using instrumental variables (IV )
methods because x„ y,-i, x,-i, ... are orthogonal to e, and u,. As e, - pu, is
autocorrelated ( see (4)), the standard IV estimators can be improved upon by
exploiting the properties of this error term as proposed by Cumby, Huizinga and
Obstfeld ( 1983) and Hayashi and Sims (1983) for the present linear model and by
Hansen ( 1982) for the general case. Note that all GMM estimators are based on the
fact that all variables in I, are orthogonal to y,. i - E[ y,t i ~l,] but do not use the
restrictions on the parameters of (3).

An alternative class of estimators starts with an suxiliary equation derived Crom
(3) relating y,. i to the valid instruments,

v-~

(~) Yr, i - i2Yr-i f J~óxr f~(J~í f aJ~í-i)xr-r f~J~r-~xr-v ~ u, f xu,-i.
r-i

Zero restrictions on the matrices C; in (2) will often yield exclusion restrictions on
(7) which can easily be taken into account by writing

(8) Yr ~ ~ - zi~ } ;r.

where z, is a vector consisting of all elements of (y,-i , x'„ ... , x;-p) with nonzero
coefficient in (7), a is a corresponding vector of parameters and ~, - u, f r1u,-~.
Substituling E[y,t~~l,] - z;~rr f Au,-i in (1) and replacing .rr by -ir, the OLS
estimator of a from (8), one obtains

(9) Yr - PZ~ f aY,- i f S'xr } Er f Pzí(or - ir),

where s, - e, f pAu,-~. Note that z;~ïris used to approximate E[y,ti~l,J rather
than z;~ir f xu,-i to obtain orthogonality between the regressors and the distur-
bances and note that z, and u,-i are uncorrelated because of the assumed
independence of e, and v,. In obvious vector notation ( 9) reads as

(10) y-w,~fn,

with w- [Z(Z'Z)-'Z'yt: y-: Xj, ~' -(P, ~, S') and ,~ - e- p2(Z'Z)-'Z'~.
If p, ~ and S are estimated from ( 10) using OLS the resulting estimator of course

coincides with the IV estimator from (6) when z, is the vector of instruments
because of [he two stage least squares interpretation of IV estimators. The
parameters in (10) however can be alternatively estimatcd by GLS which yields a
more efficient estimator,

(II) ~c,s -(w'i~-'w)-'W"h-~Y

provided a matrix f~-' can be found such that

d

(12) W'h-'nl~-N(0. Plim T-'W'fS.-'W),
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where T denotes the sample size. In the Appendix we show that the inverse of the
covariance matrix f2 of rl conditional on Z satisfies (12) and present expressions for
this matrix. Evidently this matrix depends on p, A, v; , v,,, and vy but these
parameters can be replaced by consistent estimates, without aH'ecting the limiting
dis[ribution. Consistent estimates of A and o~ can be obtained from OLS on (3),
while OLS on (9) yields a consistent estimate of p. The residuals .of these
regressions as well as the estimates of p, J1 and v~ can then be straightforwardly
used to estimate v; and v,,, consistently. In the Appendix we also show that the
GLS estimator can be interpreted as an IV estimator of (11) with a matrix weighted
linear combination of W, Z and Z- as the matrix of instruments, which proves its
consistency. Note that GLS type estimators of (6) are inconsistent as noted e.g. by
Cumby et al. (1983) or Hansen and Hodrick (1980) in a related problem.

An important reason for using the GLS estimator is that it is at least as eH~icient
as any GMM estimator which is based on the orthogonality conditions in (6) only.
This is true because the estimator proposed by Cumby, Huizinga and Obstfeld
(1983) can be considered as an estimator based on pre-multiplication of (10) by Z'
and therefore cannot be more e~icient than GLS on (!0). Moreover it is well-known
(see e.g. Hansen 1982) that a GMM estimator based on (6) only, cannot be more
efTicient than the estimator proposed by Cumby et al. if x„ y,- ~, x,- ~,... , y,-„ x,-,
is used as the vector of instruments with r tending to infinity. The GLS estimator
can of course be more eH'icient than GMM estímators because the zero restrictions
in (3) are taken into account. A GMM estimator which simultaneously imposes the
orthogonality restrictions in (3) and (6) in a bivariate model will probably be as
e6'icient as the GLS estimator, but this estimator is no longer computationally
attractive.

3. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

In order to illustrate the argument in the previous section we will now present
numerical results on the relative asymptotic efficiency of the various es[imators for
the very simple case where a is known to be zero, p- 2 and k- I, with k being
[he number of exogenous variables in (I). It can easily be checked lh:tt in this case
a-0,

(13) rGo - d(Yi t PYz){! - PYi - PZYz}-~

(l4) yr~ - SY2{I - PYi - PZY2}-~

and
(15) u,-e„i t(P~o t 8)vr ~ i,

where lower case y's indicate that we consider a scalar case. Using (6) it is
straightforward to evaluate the asymptotic variances of the estimators. Moreover it
can be shown that the relative efficiency does not depend on all six parameters in
the model but depends on p, yt, yZ and R2 - E(y, - e,)ZIEy; only.

In Table I the asymptotic efficiency of four estimators of p and S is presented.
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TABLE 1
RELATIVE EFFICIFNCY OF THE MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMAT'OR COMPARED WITH ALTERNATIVE

ESTIMATORS FOR p AND ó IF k s I, p a 2 AND p 3(1.9

Rel. Eff. p Rel. EfT. b

R~ yI yz 1V CHO HS GLS IV CHO HS GLS

S 1.2 -.33 1.87 1.45 1.32 1.19 2.01 1.33 1.37 1.22
.5 I.4 -.45 2.30 1.62 1.30 1.13 2.43 1.69 1.33 I.IS
.S I.5 -.56 2.29 1.63 1.34 I.I7 2.43 1.71 1.39 1.19

S I.7 -.72 2.91 1.89 1.32 1.12 3.06 I.96 1.)4 1.13
9 1.2 -.35 1.23 I.IB 1.16 I.I7 1.23 I.18 1.17 I 16
9 1.4 -.45 1.46 1.30 1.28 1.23 1.46 1.30 1.28 1.23
9 I.5 -.56 1.33 1.24 1.22 1.20 1.33 1.22 1.21 1.19

.9 1.7 -.72 1.54 I.)1 1.27 1.20 I.SI 1.30 1.25 1.19

The e[ficiency is defined as the ratio of the large sample variance of an estimator
over that of the ML estimator. The first estimator considered is the IV estimator
when x, and .r,-1 are used as instruments in (tí). It is evident that increasing the
number of instruments does not change the asymptotic variance of the IV
estimator. The second estimator applied to (6) has been proposed by Cumby et al.
(1983), denoted by CHO, with x„ x,-I and x,-2 being the instruments. In this case
increasing the number of instruments would lower the asymptotic variance.
Irrespective of the number of instruments, in this model, the CHO estimator will
not be more efficient than lhe third estimator that we consider which has been
proposed by Hayashi and Sims (1983), HS. This estimator is efl5cient within the
class of GMM estimators based on the orthogonality restrictions in (6) only. Finally
in Table t we present the relative efficiency of the GLS estimator proposed in
Section 2 assuming that p- 3. Our numerical results suggest that the GLS
estimator based on the more restrictive assumption thatp- 2(which coincides with
the data generating process) is in this special case fully efficient and therefore the
relative efTiciency of this estimator is not presented in the table. Probably tt.e
etïiciency of the GLS estimator with p- 2 is due to the fact that the model under
consideration is exactly identified.

From Table I it is apparent that if p- 0.9 the diflerences in relative efficiency
between the various estimators can be considerable. In this example the asymptotic
variance of the CHO estimator with x,-2 included as additional instrument is
substantially smaller than that of the standard IV estimator. Moreover it pays either
to use more instruments in the computation of the CHO estimator or to use the HS
estimator. Finally it is clear from Table 1 that the GLS estimator proposed in
Section 2 can in turn be substantially more efficient than the HS estimator.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this note we demonstrated how the assumption that a future expectation
depends on a finite number of variables only can be exploited to increase the
efficiency of simple consistent estimators. In ihe example, the ML estimator
appeared to be only about 20 percent more efficient asymptotically than the GLS
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estimator which is computationally more easy to implement. This finding suggests
that in empirical work, it is more appropriate to approximate the unobserved future
expectations by a conditional expectation based on a finite number of past
observations and then apply GLS than to substitute the future observation and
apply some IV method. Note however that the GLS estimator is no longer
consistent if the expectation in fact depends on variables in addition to the ones in
the auxiliary equation. !n this sense the estimator is less robust than GMM
procedures. The GLS estimator proposed in this paper can be generalized to related
models. Some of these extensions are considered explicitly in Nijman and Palm
(1986).

Tilburg University, The Netherlands
University ojLimburg, The Netherlands

APPENDIX

Details on the Computation ojJhe CLS Esrirnaror. !n order to derive an explicit
expression for the GLS estimator in (12) define matrices V,,, V~f and VfE as

(A.l) V,~ (t, s) - a; f 2pAo,,, f p2A 2o,t, if t- s

- 0 if r~s

V~f(t, s) - Av~„ f pA 2Q~ if t- s

-a,,,tpAo,~, ift-stl

- 0 otherwise,

VEf (r, s) -(1 f A~)o,~, if t- s

-,iv~ if~I-s~-1

- 0 otherwise.

The covariance matrix il of ~ conditional on Z can now be written as

(A.2) fl - V.~ - PV.fZ(Z'Z)-~Z' - pZ(Z'Z)-~Z'V,6

t P!Z(Z'Z)-~Z'VttZ(Z'Z)-'Z'.

As fl is a(T x T) matrix, it is computationally attractive not to invert fl directly but
to write

(A.3) f2 - íl~ t l12fl~flz

R~ - Vee - PZV.EZ(Z'Z)-~Z'Vif

112 - Z - p -~VeEZ(Z~VfEZ) ~Z'Z
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f2~ - Pz(Z~Z)-tZ~VtEZ(Z~Z) t.

389

and to use the matrix inversion lemma

(A.4) (f2t t fZzf23S22)-I - fèi t- f2i tflz(fl~ t t fèif2t If2z)-t~í~t t,

which requires only inversion of low dimensional matrices if the matrix inversion
lemma is applied in a similar way to invert f21. Note that VrfZ -(ae1 t p,la,?)
(Z- t AZ) which implies that the GLS estimator can be viewed as an instrumental
variables estimator with a matrix weighted linear combination of W, Z and Z- as
the matrix of instruments which proves its consistency.
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